
iLink Professionals, Inc., based in Norcross, GA, is a 
manufacturer and distributor for many hi-tech products.

iLink Professionals, Inc., 
based in Norcross, GA, 
is a manufacturer and 
distributor for many 
hi-tech products that are 
used to solve problems 
ranging from streamlining
POS systems to design-
ing and installing high 
security CCTV systems. 
Established in 1994, 
iLink has proven itself 
to be the alpha competitor 
in IT and security solutions.

When iLink came to Green Light When iLink came to Green Light When iLink came to Green Light 
Depot, they were looking to refresh Depot, they were looking to refresh Depot, they were looking to refresh 
the exterior of their facility. They the exterior of their facility. They the exterior of their facility. They 
purchased mini wall packs and purchased mini wall packs and purchased mini wall packs and 
a few street lights to brighten up a few street lights to brighten up a few street lights to brighten up 
their parking lot at night to deter their parking lot at night to deter their parking lot at night to deter 
people from getting too close people from getting too close people from getting too close to 
the property and make them the property and make them the property and make them 
more visible on the high-definimore visible on the high-definimore visible on the high-defini-
tion cameras they have around tion cameras they have around tion cameras they have around 
the property.the property.

Installing these new fixtures came Installing these new fixtures came Installing these new fixtures came 
easily for the iLink team being that easily for the iLink team being that easily for the iLink team being that 
they have a strong background in they have a strong background in they have a strong background in 
installation, but what really stood installation, but what really stood installation, but what really stood 
out for them was the interest that out for them was the interest that out for them was the interest that 
Green Light Depot took to provide Green Light Depot took to provide Green Light Depot took to provide 
a solid lighting solution. This a solid lighting solution. This a solid lighting solution. This 
interest led to more conversation interest led to more conversation interest led to more conversation 
on iLink’s grander plan for on iLink’s grander plan for on iLink’s grander plan for 
a complete retrofit of the interior a complete retrofit of the interior a complete retrofit of the interior 
of their facility as well. of their facility as well. of their facility as well. 

Green Light Depot 
products have been 

tested by DLC, UL, ETL 
and they are backed 

by a warranty to 
ensure they are selling 
reliable, and efficient 
products and holding 

to the highest 
standards of quality.

How It Began Obstacle

Months after their initial purchase, Months after their initial purchase, Months after their initial purchase, Months after their initial purchase, 
iLink experienced a very big iLink experienced a very big iLink experienced a very big 
setback when their business setback when their business setback when their business 
burned down in a fire. It was a burned down in a fire. It was a burned down in a fire. It was a 
tough time for the company, but a tough time for the company, but a tough time for the company, but a 
new building was soon built. That’s new building was soon built. That’s new building was soon built. That’s new building was soon built. That’s 
when iLink came back to Green when iLink came back to Green when iLink came back to Green 
Light Depot to buy lighting for their Light Depot to buy lighting for their Light Depot to buy lighting for their Light Depot to buy lighting for their 
new building. Green Light Depot new building. Green Light Depot new building. Green Light Depot 
provided them with many options provided them with many options provided them with many options 
and with the help of our knowland with the help of our knowland with the help of our knowl--
edgeable sales team we found the edgeable sales team we found the edgeable sales team we found the 
best products that suited iLink’s best products that suited iLink’s best products that suited iLink’s 
needs. Green Light Depot was able needs. Green Light Depot was able needs. Green Light Depot was able needs. Green Light Depot was able 
to supply all the lights for their new to supply all the lights for their new to supply all the lights for their new to supply all the lights for their new 
building inside and out.building inside and out.building inside and out.

New backlit panels for their offices New backlit panels for their offices New backlit panels for their offices 
and hallways and a beautiful LED and hallways and a beautiful LED and hallways and a beautiful LED 
chandelier for their brand-new chandelier for their brand-new chandelier for their brand-new 
conference room. This added a conference room. This added a 
new, modern look to compliment new, modern look to compliment new, modern look to compliment 
professionalism when bringing in professionalism when bringing in professionalism when bringing in 
corporate clients. corporate clients. corporate clients. 
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iLink also replaced all their old metal halide iLink also replaced all their old metal halide iLink also replaced all their old metal halide iLink also replaced all their old metal halide iLink also replaced all their old metal halide 
fixtures in their warehouse with Green Light fixtures in their warehouse with Green Light fixtures in their warehouse with Green Light fixtures in their warehouse with Green Light fixtures in their warehouse with Green Light 
Depot’s linear high bays. They were able to cut Depot’s linear high bays. They were able to cut Depot’s linear high bays. They were able to cut Depot’s linear high bays. They were able to cut Depot’s linear high bays. They were able to cut Depot’s linear high bays. They were able to cut 
their energy usage by nearly 65% and increase their energy usage by nearly 65% and increase their energy usage by nearly 65% and increase their energy usage by nearly 65% and increase their energy usage by nearly 65% and increase 
the light output throughout the entire facility.the light output throughout the entire facility.the light output throughout the entire facility.the light output throughout the entire facility.the light output throughout the entire facility.

Even during tough times iLink came back to the Even during tough times iLink came back to the Even during tough times iLink came back to the Even during tough times iLink came back to the Even during tough times iLink came back to the Even during tough times iLink came back to the 
Green Light Depot family because of the Green Light Depot family because of the Green Light Depot family because of the Green Light Depot family because of the Green Light Depot family because of the 
kindness and patience the sales team provided kindness and patience the sales team provided kindness and patience the sales team provided kindness and patience the sales team provided kindness and patience the sales team provided kindness and patience the sales team provided 
in picking out appropriate lights for their entire in picking out appropriate lights for their entire in picking out appropriate lights for their entire in picking out appropriate lights for their entire in picking out appropriate lights for their entire 
building. The modern designs of our lights building. The modern designs of our lights building. The modern designs of our lights building. The modern designs of our lights building. The modern designs of our lights 
elevated their business aesthetically. From elevated their business aesthetically. From elevated their business aesthetically. From elevated their business aesthetically. From elevated their business aesthetically. From 
their initial purchase iLink could see the quality their initial purchase iLink could see the quality their initial purchase iLink could see the quality their initial purchase iLink could see the quality their initial purchase iLink could see the quality their initial purchase iLink could see the quality 
of the lights far exceeded their expectations of the lights far exceeded their expectations of the lights far exceeded their expectations of the lights far exceeded their expectations of the lights far exceeded their expectations 
but without the price tag.but without the price tag.but without the price tag.but without the price tag.

Savings

Contact BEFOREBEFORE AFTERAFTERAFTER

They purchased mini 
wall packs and a few 
street lights to brighten 
up their parking lot at 
night to deter people 
from getting too close 
to the property and 
make them more visible 
on the high-definition 
cameras they have 
around the property.

If you are looking for quality security 
solutions for your home or business 
iLink has you covered. 
Contact them at (678) 206-5465


